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T

his article’s aim is not to elaborate on a specific technology
case, but to argue the case for exponential technologies as
a category while emphasizing that it’s the convergence between them that also matters significantly when assessing their
impact on actuarial practice in the upcoming future.
Exponential technologies can very easily impact the actuarial
profession’s practice in both good and bad ways. What ultimately will determine the outcome is how actuaries react to these
changes and their willingness to update their mindset, skillset,
and understanding of new emerging risks, new business models
made viable by tech and the broader context meta trends.
The exponential technologies are generally classified as being
minute in the beginning. However, it rapidly builds upon itself
to reach such high levels that could not be anticipated if we
had followed its journey linearly. Another way to look at these
technologies is that they cause a paradigm shift in the way business-as-usual is conducted and that they act as a foundation over
which countless other innovations are made. For instance, the
internet was the foundation that made Google, Facebook, Amazon, etc., a reality. Countless apps from unicorns like Uber to
other apps were made upon the android revolution that allowed
people to make such apps. Therefore, it’s not difficult to see how
exponential technologies could enable ecosystems, marketplaces
and collective platforms that now appear minute and distant, but
can quickly become the new normal.
The convergence of these technologies matter because in problem solving, the problem is attacked from a number of perspectives and tools to create a solution that fulfills the needs of various stakeholders and solves the puzzle piece by piece. It is then
that we see ground level impact and progress. Given these technology options, it is worthwhile thinking about how these ideas
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would fit into the larger context, sitting alongside the sharing
economy, the Internet of Things, machine learning and smart
cities. Most likely, the tech convergence will mean multiple options of travel running parallel to each other at the same time.

FUTURISTIC APPLICATIONS

Unfortunately, there has been little cross-pollination between
actuaries and futurists even though most of them inquire about
the same complex domains and have much to learn from collaboration. These exponential technologies fascinate us everywhere
as humans and as actuaries as well as ignite our innate curiosity
and quest for exploration and overcoming our limitations.
Now that we have built a basic mind-map of core building
blocks from the previous section, we can build a narrative that
is more interesting than simple explanations through examples.
Imagine some real-life scenarios (some are real, and some are yet
to materialize):
1.

Quantum computers increase the power of our tools
exponentially and we can discover and execute with far
more speed and depth than ever before possible.

2.

Blockchain with IoT and AI renders insurance invisible to
the customer.

3.

Augmented reality helps in creating new virtual worlds and
avatars1 that require insurance protection.
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4.

Your car senses your travel and automatically buys insurance
on an on-demand basis by the mile. A machine buys its own
liability insurance automatically with cryptocurrency like
IOTA.

your daily chores and keeps you updated on your daily
schedule that you have made in collaboration with the bot.
The bot alerts you that you haven’t studied for the actuarial
exam as you had scheduled!

5.

Wearable exoskeletons give law enforcement and factory
workers superhuman strength and agility and reduce the
workforce’s claim frequency for accidents. But when an
accident occurs (through hacking or otherwise), the severity
becomes more uncertain.

6.

Brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) merging with our brains
to create super-human intelligence (for example, Neural
Lace of Elon Musk)

15. You have a 3D printer for making new toothbrushes. The
current smart toothbrush senses that its filaments are about
to get worn out, so it sends a signal to the 3D printer to
make new filaments. 3D printers are used to make just
about everything from our current tools to new materials,
superstructures and tools that we haven’t yet perceived.4

7.

Digestable smart pills, and health wearables that directly
assess our mortality and morbidity risks.

8.

You can get life insurance from taking a selfie. The selfies
are analyzed by an algorithm that medically determines your
biological age through these images (already being done by
Chronos software of startup Lapetus2).

9.

Your fridge understands your regular shopping and
stocking habits and finds that an item like milk is getting
old, so it buys milk through online shopping. Your fridge
will be continuously restocked based on your most common
habits. For something new or unusual, you can continue to
independently buy your items.

10. Longevity research helps in prolonging healthy human
lifespan disrupting the life insurance, pensions, and savings
industries as well as social order itself in ways not yet
imagined.
11. Lloyds insurance marketplace faces tough competition from
SingularityNET, where many people go to exchange risk
transfer of the future. SingularityNET is a decentralized,
full stack AI marketplace platform with machine learning
and blockchain enabled in opensource for anyone to
create ecosystems and transact on them just like any other
marketplace.3
12. Self-driving cars interact with each other on the smart grid
to avoid accidents or collisions by forming a “collective
hive” state of mind.
13. Sensors detect an upcoming burst in a pipe and send a
repairman to your home before the pipe bursts. An insurer
has offered a sharing plan for the customers to install these
IoTs affordably.
14. Your chatbot is your personal assistant. It shops for you,
its offers emotional support when you are depressed, senses
when you need to buy insurance for traveling, etc., handles
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16. Instead of bee swarms, we now see drone swarms flying off
carrying out their tasks in collective swarm intelligence.
17. Climate change, environmental focus, poverty alleviation
and micro-finance and impact investment has become a
major source of attention for actuaries to better their planet
and its inhabitants.
18. Actuaries have become Mars and moons citizens and are
applying analytics on how that environment changes the
normal exposures of insurance.
19. Massive simulations are done now instead of spreadsheet
models. The Apollo Baidu system of simulations for
autonomous vehicles, machine teaching, reinforcement
learning, and complexity science is being applied. Who
knows, we might even dabble in trying to make “general
AI” algorithms like the Machine Intelligence Society does.
20. How is it possible to accomplish all these things? It will be
possible as data janitorial work, which used to take majority
of an actuary’s time, is automated and silos are broken down.
Actuaries stand on the giant shoulders of AI with blockchain
and automated machine learning, leaving them free time to
achieve their true potential.
There are countless real-life scenarios like these, limited only by
our imagination.
The scenarios pictured above will seem far off and distant to
many, especially as current realities of insurers are still the same
as they were 200 years ago. The Fourth Industrial Revolution
is still nascent and emerging, but exponential results can mean
that it becomes a large part of our lives very soon. We have yet
to see the full-blown utilization of exponential technologies, but
we are certainly in the stages of seeing its dawn and emergence.
It’s then a simple notion at heart: as society does something new,
the need for insurance remains and the exposures change. For
Martian insurance to become a reality we first must reach Mars;
for 3D printed body organs these must become reality for insurers to assess the change in mortality due to this. Change will
be so radical and emerging exponentially, that the actuary must
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become an applied futurist to be able to assess these changes in
exposures and forecast what new and emerging risks and opportunities will soon arise.

4.

Genetic engineering, longevity research, geo-engineering
building quantum computers, nuclear fusion all have to
contend with similar confounding perplexities.

Like Jeff Bezos, we ask ourselves “when everything changes,
what doesn’t change?” There will always be risk; there will always be insurable items and need for insurance. There will always be a need for analytics and data-driven decision making.
Countless emerging risks will become a more important aspect
of our daily lives and multi-disciplinary teams based on cross
specialization will be needed, as well as strategic thinking skills.

5.

We have to face human-made challenges like climate
change, wars, poverty, our collective irrationalities, etc.

6.

Unintended consequences of exponential technologies that
have potential for catastrophic consequences.

The real test will be how actuaries respond to the emerging risks
brought about by exponential technologies. Emerging risks and
futurism have to be given serious time and attention by actuaries
to forecast not just numbers now, but emerging risks and opportunities. Hyperloop, blockchain applications, crypto currencies
in investment, space hotels’ insurance, making swarm algorithms
for drones and all others should be evaluated using erudite training. Whether its blockchain or drones or new emerging products, risks and opportunities, actuaries can keenly evaluate their
risks and suggest preventive mechanisms to address them. They
shouldn’t have to wait any longer for years of credible data to
emerge to start pricing because they know that changes happen
too fast now.
If we think that we have conquered nature due to all of these
innovations and solved all our problems, then we would be sadly
mistaken. Reality is highly complex, has higher order nonlinear
effects and the world is VUCA; volatile, uncertain, complex, ambiguous. Some instances are:

If you’d like to know more about the importance of technology in the actuarial profession, please see this detailed 35-page
whitepaper by Syed Danish Ali “The Exponential Actuary6 of
the Future” to satisfy your curiosity.

CONCLUSION

All of this sounds like science-fiction right now, given that we
are still struggling with human problems such as economic collapses, poverty, inequality, and natural and man-made disasters.
This is why it would be useful to take heed of Amara’s Law, which
states, due to the exponential nature of technological change,
“we tend to overestimate the effect of a technology in the short
run and underestimate the effect in the long run.” No one is
immune from AI; every field is affected. A specter of uselessness
is haunting all of us; not only actuaries but every profession from
data science to those creating the AI itself.
Whatever the future brings, we must understand that technology
alone won’t be our savior. We need to guide it to human-centric
and ethical usage, and create the necessary social structures so that
we can benefit from technology instead of being ruined by it. n

1.

Full self-driving autonomy is an incredibly difficult
task because every foreseeable topological data of the
environment has to be mapped in instantly whether its
night or day, winter or summer, rural or urban, developed
or developing, etc.

2.

The human brain is arguably the most complex unit in
the universe and trying to augment that through BCIs has
almost unfathomable engineering challenges.5

Endnotes

Space has extremely hostile conditions and again
engineering nightmares are commonly encountered by the
people trying to make us humans a space faring species.
Also, as astrophysicists and theoretical physicists will testify,
we have hardly scratched the surface of understanding the
cosmos of which we are a part of. We don’t even have a
“theory of everything” yet that combines general relativity
of the macro structure to the quantum mechanics of the
infinitesimally small micro-structure.

2 Lapetus homepage at: https://www.lapetussolutions.com/chronos/

3.
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1 How Augmented Reality Will Overhaul Our Most Crucial Industries; Peter
Diamandis; Singularity Hub; Available at: https://singularityhub.com/2019/09/27/
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5 Tim Urban Wait but Why; Neuralink and the brain’s magical future; Available at:
https://waitbutwhy.com/2017/04/neuralink.html
6 Deloitte The Rise of the Exponential Actuary; Available at: https://www2.deloitte.
com/content/dam/Deloitte/global/Documents/HumanCapital/gx-exponentialactuary-pov.pdf
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